Maquet Moduevo
Ceiling Supply Units
Accessories catalog

This document is intended to provide information to an international audience outside of the US.

Maquet Moduevo
accessories
– A wealth of options
With Maquet Moduevo Ceiling Supply Units,
clinicians can spend less time accessing or
moving equipment, so they have more time
for patient care.
Maquet Moduevo has been designed with
a singular purpose in mind: to enhance
provider-patient interactions with safety,
efficiency and long-term ownership
considerations.

They also ensure vital utilities and equipment are readily accessible, streamlining
workflows and raising efficiency.
A broad choice of accessories further
enhances their versatility.

Maquet Moduevo does so with extra
ordinary simplicity, delivering effortless
maneuverability in the Operating Room,
Intensive Care Units, Emergency Departments, and other space-constrained clinical environments – with unprecedented
ease in customization, and an uncomplicated approach to future-proof flexibility.
In addition, Maquet Moduevo Ceiling
Supply Units save space, and improve
safety by providing effective cable
management.

MAQUE T MODUE VO ACCES SORIES
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About this catalog
This catalog provides an overview of the Maquet
Moduevo range of ceiling supply units. It is divided
into four categories based on the products’ function:
positioning, holding, illuminating and storing.

The illuminate category presents lighting options for
diverse situations and needs. And storage accessories
encompass cable management products such as boxes,
plus holders and baskets.

Position accessories include a range of handles with
various brakes and positioning options. Hold items
comprise shelves, drawers, monitor arms, rails, adaptors
and infusion equipment (e. g. IV poles).

Each of these four main categories is subdivided into
sections dedicated to specific types of items, such as
those listed above. These sections provide readers with
more detailed information and technical specifications
for individual accessories.
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To position

To position

– Maquet Moduevo accessories
A key feature of Maquet Moduevo is their outstanding
maneuverability. Staff can quickly and precisely position
the ceiling supply units where they are needed.

To this end, there are a variety of handles and control
devices available. For example, handles may be attached
horizontally or vertically, and to various sides of the ceiling
supply unit. Positioning can be done simply mechanically
(by hand), or it can involve more advanced technology –
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e. g. ceiling supply unit height can be adjusted via the push
of a button, and brakes released just by grasping a capacitive sensing handle. Whatever the scenario, Getinge offers
ergonomic solutions that are easy for staff to use, helping
them respond rapidly to changing situations.
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To position

Handles

Handles serve a simple yet vital
purpose: they enable staff to position
the ceiling supply unit easily and
precisely. To this end, a variety of
designs are available for Maquet
Moduevo – including vertical and
horizontal handles, located on
the front or back of the unit in line
with customers’ specific needs.
Maquet Moduevo handles can
incorporate innovative Grab & Move
Capacitive Sensing Technology: the
user simply has to grasp the handle
with one hand to release the brakes.
The ceiling supply unit can then be
moved to the desired position with
minimal physical effort. In addition,
handles are compatible with various
Maquet Moduevo arms or beams –
including the motorized, heightadjustable Energy and Cargolift.

Horizontal control handle

Features
• Can be directly mounted on EPoS System
• Includes Grab & Move Capacitive Sensing Technology
if brakes option has been selected
• Enables flexible positioning
• Rounded edges are easy to clean

Vertical control handle
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Technical information: horizontal control handle

Order number

With 1-axis or 2-axis brake control

SU000600054

Technical information: vertical control handle

Order number

Without brake control

SU000600059

With 1-axis or 2-axis brake control

SU000600061
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To position

Horizontal control handle
(for height adjustment)

Vertical control handle
(for height adjustment)

Shelf handle

Features
• Can be directly mounted on EPoS System
• Includes Grab & Move Capacitive Sensing Technology if brakes option has
been selected to release brakes and maneuver ceiling supply unit
• Enables flexible positioning
• Rounded edges are easy to clean
• For use with Energy and Cargolift
• Ceiling supply unit height can be adjusted at the push of a button
Technical information: horizontal control handle

Order number

Without brake control

SU000600055

With 1-axis or 2-axis brake control

SU000600057

Optional 200 mm / 7.87" spacer for horizontal handle

SU000600058

Technical information: vertical control handle

Order number

Without brake control

SU000600062

With 1-axis or 2-axis brake control

SU000600064

Features
• Directly mounted on shelves to save space
• Various options for brake control

Ceiling supply unit
control device
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Technical information

Order number

Without brake control for height adjustment
W = 485 mm / 19.0"
W = 685 mm / 27.0"

SU000600067
SU000300042

With 1-axis or 2-axis brake control for height adjustment
W = 485 mm / 19.0"
W = 685 mm / 27.0"

SU000600069
SU000300044

With 1-axis or 2-axis brake control for standard rotation
W = 485 mm / 19.0"
W = 685 mm / 27.0"

SU000600066
SU000300041

Features
• Wired control device with an electrical clamp
• Maneuvers the ceiling supply unit up and down
• Clamp can be mounted on EPoS System
Technical information

Order number

For Energy and Cargolift Ceiling Supply Units

SU000600070
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To hold

– Maquet Moduevo accessories
A key attraction of ceiling supply units, including Maquet Moduevo,
is that a variety of equipment can be added to a central, easily
moved station.

The low voltage power supplied by the EPoS System paired
with a broad portfolio of accessories mean hospital staff
can quickly and flexibly configure the ideal environment
for their task at hand.
With this in mind, the to hold category comprises the
largest range of accessories for Maquet Moduevo: shelves,
drawers and cabinet units, flat screen monitor arms, rails,
infusion equipment, plus adapters and docking systems.
They all play a key role in ensuring critical equipment is
readily accessible whenever it is required.

MAQUE T MODUE VO ACCES SORIES
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To hold

Shelves

Shelves are seemingly simple, yet
fulfill an important purpose by ensuring critical equipment is on hand for
direct access and use. By organizing
items and cutting out clutter,
they make better use of space, and
enhance efficiency.
Moreover, they feature high load capacity and are exceptionally durable.
Shelves for Maquet Moduevo Units
can be attached to EPoS System via
mechanical or electric clamps – the
latter maintains a low-voltage power
connection.

Shelf with mechanical clamp
and two rails
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Features
• Available in three sizes, compatible with the shelf extension
• Load capacity: 30 kg / 66 lbs with single clamp,
50 kg / 110.2 lbs with two clamps
• Two side rails (25 x 10 mm / 0.98" x 0.39"); load capacity: 10 kg / 22 lbs each
• Optional mechanical handle
• All single clamp shelves can be upgraded to double clamp shelves
and vice versa
Technical information

Order number

With single clamp and no handle for distributors
W x D = 485 mm x 450 mm / 19.0" x 17.7"
W x D = 685 mm x 450 mm / 27.0" x 17.7"

SU000600083
SU000600085

With single clamp and mechanical handle for distributors
W x D = 485 mm x 450 mm / 19.0" x 17.7"
W x D = 685 mm x 450 mm / 27.0" x 17.7"

SU000600088
SU000600092

With double clamps and no handle for distributors
W x D = 485 mm x 450 mm / 19.0" x 17.7"
W x D = 685 mm x 450 mm / 27.0" x 17.7"
W x D = 885 mm x 450 mm / 34.9" x 17.7"

SU000600084
SU000600086
SU000600087

With double clamps and mechanical handle for distributors
W x D = 485 mm x 450 mm / 19.0" x 17.7"
W x D = 685 mm x 450 mm / 27.0" x 17.7"

SU000600089
SU000600093

With double clamps and no handle for racks
W x D = 485 mm x 450 mm / 19.0" x 17.7"
W x D = 685 mm x 450 mm / 27.0" x 17.7"
W x D = 885 mm x 450 mm / 34.9" x 17.7"

SU000300066
SU000300069
SU000300072

Shelf with handle and
single electrical clamp

Sliding keyboard shelf

SU000300067
SU000300070
SU000300073

Single mechanical shelf clamp for upgrade (right side)

SU000600104

Double clamp shelf spacer 75 mm / 2.95",
50 kg / 110.2 lbs loading

SU000600105

Single clamp shelf spacer 75 mm / 2.95", 30 kg / 66 lbs loading

SU000600130

To hold

With double clamps and mechanical handle for racks
W x D = 485 mm x 450 mm / 19.0" x 17.7"
W x D = 685 mm x 450 mm / 27.0" x 17.7"
W x D = 885 mm x 450 mm / 34.9" x 17.7"

Features
•
•
•
•
•
•

Available in two sizes
Compatible with the shelf extension
Load capacity (with single clamp): 30 kg / 66 lbs
Load capacity (with two clamps): 50 kg / 110.2 lbs
Two side rails (25 mm x 10 mm/ 0.98" x 0.39"); load capacity: 10 kg / 22 lbs each
Optional Grab & Move Handle for easy one-handed positioning
Technical information

Order number

With single electrical clamp and two rails for distributors
W x D = 485 mm x 450 mm / 19.0" x 17.7"
W x D = 685 mm x 450 mm / 27.0" x 17.7"

SU000600090
SU000600094

With one electrical clamp, one mechanical clamp
and two rails for distributors
W x D = 485 mm x 450 mm / 19.0" x 17.7"
W x D = 685 mm x 450 mm / 27.0" x 17.7"

SU000600091
SU000600095

With one electrical clamp, one mechanical clamp
and two rails for racks
W x D = 485 mm x 450 mm / 19.0" x 17.7"
W x D = 685 mm x 450 mm / 27.0" x 17.7"
W x D = 885 mm x 450 mm / 34.9" x 17.7"

SU000300068
SU000300071
SU000300074

Features
• Smart storage for keyboards; folds away when not in use
• Load capacity: 5 kg / 11 lbs

Shelf extension

Technical information

Order number

W x D = 485 mm x 450 mm / 19.0" x 17.7"

SU000600100

Features
• No need for special tools, simple installation of
extension plates onto side rails
• Provides more space on the shelf to accommodate larger
or additional equipment
• Compatible with all shelves
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Technical information

Order number

100 mm / 3.94" wide for each extension plate

SU000600101
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Anti-sliding bars

Features
• Available in three sizes
• Secures the positioning of devices and accessories on Moduevo shelves

Swivel shelf

Technical information

Order number

For shelf 485 mm / 19.0" wide

SU000600151

For shelf 685 mm / 27.0" wide

SU000600152

For shelf 885 mm / 34.9" wide

SU000600153

Features
• Rotary arm allows shelf to be extended outwards
• Range of movement can be further increased by means
of the optional double-articulation arm
• Smart storage: shelf can be folded away when not in use
Technical information

Order number

W x D = 400 mm x 360 mm / 15.7" x 14.2",
load capacity: 15 kg /33 lbs
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Single arm (L = 200 mm / 7.9")

SU000600033

Double arm (L = 300 mm + 300 mm / 11.8" + 11.8")

SU000600034
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Cabinets and drawer units

Drawers can hold a variety of essential items, making them useful across
a range of medical disciplines and
healthcare environments. Various
cabinet units with one or two drawers can be easily mounted onto the
ceiling supply unit’s EPoS System.
They come with an in-drawer light
as standard, helping hospital staff
locate instruments and materials
safely and efficiently in dark environments.

Cabinet unit with one drawer

Features
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Cabinet unit with two drawers
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Available in two sizes
Can be mounted below any type of shelf
Total load capacity: 10 kg / 22 lbs
Depth: 100 mm / 3.9"
In-drawer ambient light
Optional drawer lock (SU000600102)
Detachable and interchangeable, facilitating the transfer of contents
between stations and rooms
Technical information

Order number

W x D x H = 485 mm x 330 mm x 100 mm / 19.0" x 13.0" x 3.9"

SU000600096

W x D x H = 685 mm x 330 mm x 100 mm / 27.0" x 13.0" x 3.9"

SU000600097

Technical information

Order number

W x D x H = 485 mm x 330 mm x 100 mm / 19.0" x 13.0" x 3.9"
(per unit)

SU000600098

W x D x H = 685 mm x 330 mm x 100 mm / 27.0" x 13.0" x 3.9"
(per unit)

SU000600099
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To hold

Cabinet unit
with one high drawer

Cabinet unit
with drawer and e-lock
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Features
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Available in two sizes
Can be mounted below any type of shelf
Total loading capacity: 10 kg / 22 lbs
Depth: 250 mm / 9.8"
In-drawer ambient light
Optional drawer lock (SU000600102)
Detachable and interchangeable, facilitating the transfer
of contents between stations and rooms
Technical information

Order number

W x D x H = 485 mm x 330 mm x 250 mm / 19.0" x 13.0" x 9.8"

SU000600149

W x D x H = 685 mm x 330 mm x 250 mm / 27.0" x 13.0" x 9.8"

SU000600150

Features
•
•
•
•
•

Prevent unauthorized access to objects stored in the drawer
RFID technology
Powered by EPoS with 24 V DC
The authorization of user cards can be programed
Compatible with customers’ RFID cards with transmission frequency
of 13.56 MHz
• Compatible with Moduevo shelves (width of 485 mm / 19.0")
with electrical clamp
• Depth: 100 mm / 3.9"
• In-drawer ambient light
Technical information

Order number

Single drawer with e-lock – 485 mm / 19.0"

SU000600155

Double drawer with one e-lock – 485 mm / 19.0"

SU000600156

Double drawer with two e-locks – 485 mm / 19.0"

SU000600157

Electrical lock card

SU000600154
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Flat screen monitor arms

In ORs, ICUs and beyond, flat screen
monitors provide critical information
and visuals at a glance. Maquet
Moduevo’s range of monitor arms, or
holders, enables displays to be moved
and tilted – so they are always clearly
visible, and exactly where they are
required.
Moreover, the arms feature a sleek
design, and are easy to adjust – for
smaller screens up to larger, 14 kg /
30.9 lbs monitors. Their wide range
of movement contributes to an ergonomic working environment.

Flat screen monitor holder

Features
• Holds flat screen with VESA 75/100 adaptor

Tilt and rotation
monitor holder
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Technical information

Order number

Simple holder for EPoS

SU001900050

Features
• Holds flat screen with VESA 75/100 adaptor
• Load capacity: 14 kg / 30.9 lbs
Technical information

Order number

L = 100 mm / 3.94"

SU000600018
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To hold

Fixed-height single arm
monitor holder

Fixed-height double arm
monitor holder

Height-adjustable
monitor holder
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Features
•
•
•
•
•
•

Available in two lengths
Includes swivel arm and tiltable screen holder
180° side-to-side rotation
Load capacity: 14 kg / 30.9 lbs
VESA 75/100 adaptor included
Cables are routed through the arm to guarantee a safe and hygienic workplace
Technical information

Order number

L = 300 mm / 11.8"

SU000600019

L = 400 mm / 15.7"

SU000600020

Features
•
•
•
•
•
•

Available in three lengths
Includes swivel arm and tiltable screen holder
180° side-to-side rotation
Load capacity: 14 kg / 30.9 lbs
VESA 75/100 adaptor included
Cables are routed through the arm to guarantee a safe and hygienic workplace
Technical information

Order number

L = 300 mm + 300 mm / 11.8" + 11.8"

SU000600021

L = 400 mm + 300 mm / 15.7" + 11.8"

SU000600022

L = 400 mm + 400 mm / 15.7" + 15.7"

SU000600023

Features
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Choice of single- or double-articulation arm
Depth, angle and height adjustable
Side-to-side rotation
Vertical adjustment
Compatible with monitors up to 14 kg / 30.9 lbs
Range of movement: 700 mm / 27.5"
VESA 75/100 adaptor
Technical information

Order number

L = 300 mm / 11.8"

SU000600024

L = 400 mm + 300 mm / 15.7" + 11.8"

SU000600025
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Features
To hold

Keyboard holder

• Easy to install and use
• Equipped with mouse pad
• Load capacity: 5 kg / 11 lbs

Down post
for monitor arms

MAQUE T MODUE VO ACCES SORIES

Technical information

Order number

Keyboard holder

SU000600026

Features
• For monitors mounted on non-height-adjustable
and / or height-adjustable monitor holders
Technical information

Order number

For non-height-adjustable monitor holder (L = 196 mm / 7.7")

SU000600027

For height-adjustable monitor holder (L = 196 mm / 7.7")

SU000600028

Universal adapter (load capacity: 14 kg / 30.9 lbs)

SU000600029
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To hold

Rails

Rail systems for Maquet Moduevo
Ceiling Supply Units can be easily
installed on the EPoS System – there
is no need for specialized tools.
These rails are available in a number
of lengths and clamps, meaning they
can be employed for various Maquet
Moduevo Distributors. They allow
diverse devices and accessories, such
as baskets, flow meters and glove
boxes to be mounted on the units,
increasing their versatility and
saving space.

Standard rail

Features
• Available in four sizes for various panels and Maquet Moduevo Distributors
• Simple installation on EPoS System
• Load capacity: 30 kg / 66 lbs
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Technical information

Order number

200 mm / 7.9" with single mechanical clamp

SU000600008

400 mm / 15.8" with single mechanical clamp

SU000600009

400 mm / 15.8" with double mechanical clamp
for back of Mezzo Distributors

SU000600010

400 mm / 15.8" with double mechanical clamp
for front of Slim / Mezzo / Twin Distributors

SU000600011
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Features
To hold

Wrap-around rail

• Improves efficiency by enabling staff to attach
equipment anywhere around the distributor
• Available in three sizes for various types of distributors
• Load capacity: 15 kg / 33 lbs

Half-wrap rail

Technical information

Order number

For Slim Distributor

SU000600129

For Mezzo Distributor

SU000600016

For Twin Distributor

SU000600015

Features
• Improves efficiency by enabling staff to attach equipment
across half of the distributor
• Available in two sizes for various types of distributors
• Load capacity: 15 kg / 33 lbs

Swivel rail

Order number

For Twin Distributor

SU000600013

For Mezzo Distributor

SU000600014

Features
•
•
•
•

MAQUE T MODUE VO ACCES SORIES

Technical information

Extendible for broader range of movement
Can be folded away when not in use
Simple installation without specialized tools
Load capacity: 3 kg / 6.6 lbs
Technical information

Order number

Swivel rail (max. L = 390 mm / 15.4")

SU000600012
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Infusion equipment

Infusions are part and parcel of
healthcare – so making them more
efficient can have a significant
overall impact.
Maquet Moduevo IV Poles can
accommodate up to 50 kg / 110 lbs of
infusion pumps, bags and more. Plus,
the pole height and position of the
arm attached to the ceiling supply
unit can be adjusted and securely
locked in place. And the Maquet
M-Shift IV Transfer System enables
IV equipment to be moved quickly
yet safely, easing nurses’ workloads.

Standard IV pole

Features
• Flexible solution – various ranges of movement with
single- or double-articulation arms; arms are rotary
• Each arm can be locked into position thanks to the smart
and ergonomic “one-finger knob”
• Simple installation on EPoS System
Technical information: standard IV pole

Order number

One standard IV pole with four hooks in a straight line,
Ø 25 mm / 1.0", single clamp, load capacity: 20 kg / 44 lbs
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Single-articulation arm (L = 180 mm / 7.1")

SU000600001

Double-articulation arm (L = 180 mm + 180 mm / 7.1" + 7.1")

SU000600002

Single-articulation arm (L = 300 mm / 11.8")

SU000600141

Double-articulation arms (L = 300 mm + 300 mm / 11.8" + 11.8")

SU000600142

With optional IV pole

SU000600007
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Features
To hold

Height-adjustable IV pole

• Flexible solution – various ranges of movement with
single- or double-articulation arms; arms are rotary
• Each arm can be locked into position thanks to the smart
and ergonomic “one-finger knob”
• Simple installation on EPoS System
• Pole height can be easily adjusted and locked in place
Technical information: height-adjustable IV pole

Order number

One height-adjustable IV pole with four hooks in a cluster,
Ø 25 mm / 1.0", single clamp, load capacity: 20 kg / 44 lbs

Strong IV pole

Single-articulation arm (L = 180 mm / 7.1")

SU000600003

Double-articulation arm (L = 180 mm + 180 mm / 7.1" + 7.1")

SU000600004

Single-articulation arm (L = 300 mm / 11.8")

SU000600143

Double-articulation arm (L = 300 mm + 300 mm / 11.8" + 11.8")

SU000600144

With optional IV pole

SU000600007

Features
• Pair of arms mounted on EPoS
• Flexible solution – various ranges of movement with
single- or double-articulation arms; arms are rotary
• High load capacity
Technical information

Order number

One strong IV pole with four hooks in a straight line,
Ø 25 mm / 1.0", double clamps, load capacity: 50 kg / 110 lbs
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Pair of single-articulation arms
(L = 180 mm / 7.1"), 50 kg / 110 lbs

SU000600005

Pair of double-articulation arms
(L = 180 mm + 180 mm / 7.1" + 7.1"), 50 kg / 110 lbs

SU000600006

Single-articulation arm (L = 300 mm / 11.8"), 40 kg / 88 lbs

SU000600145

Pair of double-articulation arms
(L = 300 mm + 300 mm / 11.8" + 11.8"), 50 kg / 110 lbs

SU000600146
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Maquet M-Shift

Features
•
•
•
•

Maquet M-Shift
Docking System

Flexible infusion transfer system: two angle- and height-adjustable IV poles
Net load capacity of 50 kg / 110 lbs for pumps and bags
Small footprint – easy to fit into elevators
Only one nurse is needed to safely transfer the infusion system
from ceiling supply unit to bed and vice versa
Technical information

Order number

Maquet M-Shift

SU0005990010

Maquet M-Shift Bed Adaptor Set connects M-Shift with
ArjoHuntleigh ICU Bed; includes bed pole and adaptor E

SU0005990013

Adapator E for ArjoHuntleigh ICU Bed to hold docking pole

SU0005060002

Bed pole, can be combined with Maquet M-Shift;
includes stopper; requires bed adaptor

SU0005060005

Maquet M-Shift Trolley to carry Maquet M-Shift Clamp
System; includes trolley, one standard rail, one basket,
one bed pole, one cable management

SU0005060006

Features
• Enables Maquet M-Shift Docking Pole to be fixed to
Maquet Moduevo Ceiling Supply Units
Technical information

Order number

Adaptor for ArjoHuntleigh, Hillroom and Stryker Beds,
subject to bed compatibility validation.
Includes bed adaptor and docking pole
Docking pole for Maquet Moduevo 800 Modules
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Adaptors / docking equipment

GCX Adaptor

Features
• Accommodates GCX® accessories on the EPoS System
Technical information

Order number

Adaptor for GCX Monitor Holders
(loading capacity: 14 kg / 30 lbs)

SU000600031

Elongated GCX Adaptor on EPoS
(loading capacity: 20 kg / 44 lbs)

SU000600128

Adaptor on suspension tube
for monitor arm and GCX Adaptor

Beam Plus Adaptor

SU000600030

Features
• Integrated adaptor installed below the primary ceiling supply unit axis
• Used to mount examination lights, surgical lights, and monitor
or camera holders
• Adaptor and ceiling supply unit beam rotate independently
Technical information

Order number

For surgical light Maquet Lucea 40 / 50 / 100
and Maquet Volista Access 40 SF / DF
For anchor I
For anchor II

SU000300046
SU000900010

For OR lights Maquet Lucea 50 / 100,
SAT XS O912 / 0913 / 1212 / 1213, SAT XO 12 / 13,
SAT Orchide 12 / 13, EQTFHS010 SAT12 / 13,
EQTMHS013 SAT 12 / 13, EQTMHS021 SAT12 / 13,
EQTMHD231 SAT 12 / 13, EQTXHS010 SAT12 / 13,
EQTXHS021 SAT12/13
For anchor I
For anchor II
BPA reservation
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SU000300047
SU000900011
SU000900014
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To hold
Bridge Plus Adaptor

Features
• Integrated adaptor installed above Bridge classic or advance beam
• Used to mount OR and examination lights

Anesthesia docking system

Technical information

Order number

For OR lights Maquet Lucea 50 / 100
Bridge Plus SAT

SU000200078

For OR light Maquet Lucea 40, 50 SF / DF, 100 SF / DF,
Maquet Volista Access 40 SF / DF and 60 SF / DF
Bridge Plus SB

SU000200079

Features
• Docking system for anesthesia machines;
designed to streamline workflows and improve safety
• High load capacity; can accommodate diverse anesthesia machines

Ventilator docking holder

Technical information

Order number

For anesthesia machines and MIS Trolley on Energy,
only compatible with Twin 406 / 606 / 806,
loading capacity: 180 kg / 396.8 lbs

SU000300026

Features
• Docking holder for Getinge ventilators
• Designed to streamline workflows and improve safety

MAQUE T MODUE VO ACCES SORIES

Technical information

Order number

For mounting Servo-u/-n ventilators with bed /
pendant bracket on EPoS, loading capacity: 30 kg / 66 lbs

SU000600132
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To hold

Gas cylinder holder

Features
• Docking holder for gas cylinders
• Flexible design of support plate at bottom fits cylinders
with a diameter from 100 mm to 180 mm / 3.9" to 7.1"
• Basic holder for gas cylinders no higher than 450 mm / 17.7"
• Support clamp adds stability for gas cylinders
with height from 450 mm to 865 mm / 17.7" to 34.1"
• Loading capacity: 30 kg / 66 lbs

OR tables charging
base solutions
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Technical information

Order number

Basic gas cylinder holder

SU000600147

Support clamp for high gas cylinder

SU000600148

Features
• Charging base for Getinge Operating Table Hand Control (1009.25A0)
that can be continuously powered by EPoS with 24 V DC
• Compact design
• Compatible with Maquet Otesus and Maquet Meera Operating Tables
Technical information

Order number

Operating table remote control charging base on EPoS

SU000600131
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To illuminate

– Maquet Moduevo accessories
Better visibility is key to better working environments and streamlined tasks. A soft glow contributes to a soothing atmosphere for
convalescing patients, and supports natural circadian cycles.

Meanwhile, staff can locate items,
complete tasks and continue treatment without disruption. Against
this backdrop, a system of ambient
lights for Maquet Moduevo enhances
efficiency by effectively illuminating
dark ORs and ICUs.
This category comprises a range of
ambient lights that can be used with
various beams and Maquet Moduevo
Distributors – and be placed on the
top, bottom or side of the ceiling
supply unit to eliminate shadows.
Additionally, brightness can be adjusted with a single control unit, and
dimmed down to just 16%.

Ambient light

Features

Special ambient lighting does away
with harsh glare and shadows.
Instead, the soft illumination creates
a soothing environment ideal for
resting patients – without compromising visibility for staff as they go
about their tasks.

• For all types of ambient lights; just one dimmer control (SU000400001)
is required, and can be used to control all lights
• Certain ceiling supply units might not allow all the light placement options –
please consult your Getinge representative for advice
• Brightness can be adjusted from 100% to 16% to meet specific needs

The lights are positioned on top of
the ceiling supply unit beam, on the
distributor’s sides, and at the bottom
of the ceiling supply unit, for optimal
results and improved safety.
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Technical information

Order number

Top illumination for upper beam

SU000600076

Side illumination for Slim and Mezzo Distributors

SU000600077

Side illumination for Twin Distributors

SU000600078

Bottom illumination for Slim, Mezzo and Twin Distributors

SU000600081

Bottom illumination for Sky Distributors

SU000300053

Bottom illumination for Moduevo Screen

SU001900013
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Moduevo Bridge ambient light

Features
• Various regular lighting solutions on Moduevo Bridge,
offering soft illumination for better working atmosphere
• Reading / task light provides two different modes with illumination level
less than 500 lux for the reading and 5,000 lux for the task light
• Somnus Light provides innovative daylight simulation and with the same
optical system it provides also ambient light with six different colors

Ambient light keypads

Technical information

Order number

Night light

SU000400085

Reading / task light

SU000400084

Side illumination for Slim and Mezzo Distributors on Bridge

SU000400086

Bottom illumination for Slim and Mezzo Distributors on Bridge

SU000400087

Bottom illumination for Sky Distributors on Bridge

SU000300086

Somnus and colored ambient lights on Bridge horizontal beam

SU000400088

Features
•
•
•
•

Touch panel
Smooth illumination adjustment
Hygienic design for easy cleaning
Flexible solution enables users to control ambient lights
from either the pendant or the wall
Technical information

Order number

Ambient light dimmer controls for regular Moduevo CSU
Dimmer control on distributors

SU000400001

Dimmer control on Sky classic

SU000300076

A pair of dimmer controls on distributors and on the wall

SU001900014

Ambient light dimmer controls for Moduevo Bridge
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Basic dimmer control for Bridge

SU000400089

Premium dimmer control for Bridge

SU000400090

Wall mounted basic dimmer control for Bridge

SU000400091

Wall mounted premium dimmer control for Bridge

SU000400092

A pair of basic dimmer controls on Bridge and on the wall

SU000400094

A pair of premium dimmer controls on Bridge and on the wall

SU000400095
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– Maquet Moduevo accessories
The storage category of Maquet Moduevo accessories is dedicated
to simple, yet effective solutions for managing cables, and storing
documents, gloves, equipment such as catheters, and more.

In line with the general philosophy
behind ceiling supply units, items are
kept off the ground. This improves
access to the patients – and creates
a safer and more hygienic workplace
for staff.
And this degree of organization has
additional benefits. Because every
item has its place, staff know exactly
where to find what they are looking
for. This makes for more efficient
workflows, and allows healthcare
professionals to turn their attention
to more important matters.

MAQUE T MODUE VO ACCES SORIES
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Cable management solutions

Conventional ORs and ICUs might
have several gas tubes and electric
cables snaking across the floor.
Not only do these exposed wires add
to the surface area that has to be
disinfected – they are also tripping
hazards.
This is where Maquet Moduevo
Ceiling Supply Units come into play:
by incorporating smart cable management solutions, they keep tubes
off the floor – for cleaner, safer
healthcare environments.

Cable winding wheel

Features
• Cable management provides protection from dust, simplifying cleaning
and contributing to a hygienic environment
• Cables can be stored in a tidy, organized way
• Four options available; to be mounted on EPoS, below shelves,
and using a small hook

Cable holders

Technical information

Order number

Cable winding wheel with clamp

SU000600035

Cable winding wheel for below shelves

SU000600103

Features
• Ideal solution for gas tubes and electrical cords
• Improves hygiene and safety
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Technical information

Order number

Rack cable holder, set of 5 units

SU000300065

Cable holder for rails, set of 10 units

SU000600017
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Features

To store

Cable box

• Ideal solution for gas tubes and electrical cords
• Improves hygiene and safety

MAQUE T MODUE VO ACCES SORIES

Technical information

Order number

For installation on open channel of Twin Distributor

SU000600036
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Baskets /catheter holders

Storage baskets come in a variety
of shapes and sizes. There are, for
example, multiple options for holding
catheters, important documents,
gloves and more – ensuring these
items are organized and easy to find.
The baskets can be hooked or
installed directly onto rails, and are
made from hygienic stainless steel.

Catheter holder

Features
• Simple installation: two hooks for attachment onto rails
• Hygienic: stainless steel

Small basket

Technical information

Order number

H = 500 mm / 19.7"

ARD513768999

Features
• Simple installation: two hooks for attachment onto rails
• Hygiene: stainless steel
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Technical information

Order number

W x D x H = 170 mm x 130 mm x 85 mm / 6.7" x 5.12" x 3.35"

SU000600126
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Features
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Catheter holder

• Basket for catheter, available in two sizes
• Hygiene: stainless steel

Wire cylinder holder

Technical information

Order number

Small: W x D x H = 90 mm x 90 mm x 350 mm / 3.54" x 3.54" x 13.8"

SU000600125

Large: W x D x H = 150 mm x 100 mm x 480 mm / 5.9" x 3.9" x 18.9"

SU0005990000

Features
• Jar holder
• Simple installation: direct attachment onto rail
• Hygiene: stainless steel

Wire document holder

Technical information

Order number

Ø 110 mm / 4.3"

ARD513769999

Features
• Simple installation: direct attachment onto rail
• Hygiene: stainless steel

Bag holder

Technical information

Order number

Wire document holder

ARD686400051

Features
• Simple installation
• Hygiene: stainless steel
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Technical information

Order number

W x D = 250 mm x 170 mm / 9.9" x 6.7"

ARD517052914
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Gloves holder

Features
• Simple installation: direct attachment onto rail
• Hygiene: stainless steel
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Technical information

Order number

H = 200 mm / 7.9"

ARD513766999
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Easy clamp holders

In clinical environment, small
equipment needs to be placed close
to patients to streamline clinical
workflows.
Easy clamp holders, based on
snap action clamps, can be quickly
attached to or detached from standard DIN rail without any tool, thus
can easily meet unique needs for
well organization of equipment and
bedside space management.

Glove box holder

Features
• Simple installation on DIN rail with easy clamp
• Hygiene: stainless steel

Ambu-bag /
resuscitator holder
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Technical information

Order number

W x D x H = 135 mm x 110 mm x 264 mm / 5.3" x 4.3" x 10.4"

SU000600136

Features
• Simple installation on DIN rail with easy clamp
Technical information

Order number

For mounting ambu-bag / resuscitator

SU000600134
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Flexible wipes canister holder

Features
• Simple installation on DIN rail with easy clamp
• Flexible design for wipes canisters with different diameters

Scanner holder

Technical information

Order number

For mounting wipes canisters
with diameter from 98 mm to 150 mm / 3.8" to 5.9"

SU000600133

Features
• Simple installation on DIN rail with easy clamp
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Technical information

Order number

Inner dimension W x D x H = 80 x 102 x 50 mm / 3.1" x 4.0" x 2.0"

SU000600138
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Welch Allyn
Aneroid Holder

Welch Allyn
Ophthalmoscope Holder

Welch Allyn Ophthalmoscope
Tip Container Holder

Welch Allyn
Thermometer Holder
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Features
• Simple installation on DIN rail with easy clamp
Technical information

Order number

For mounting Welch Allyn 767 Series Aneroid

SU000600137

Features
• Simple installation on DIN rail with easy clamp
Technical information

Order number

For mounting Welch Allyn Green Series 777 Ophthalmoscope

SU000600139

Features
• Simple installation on DIN rail with easy clamp
Technical information

Order number

For mounting Welch Allyn Ophthalmoscope Tip Container

SU000600135

Features
• Simple installation on DIN rail with easy clamp
Technical information

Order number

For mounting Welch Allyn Suretemp 690 / 692 Thermometer

SU000600140
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With a firm belief that every person and community should have access to the best possible care, Getinge provides hospitals and life science
institutions with products and solutions aiming to improve clinical results and optimize workflows. The offering includes products and solutions
for intensive care, cardiovascular procedures, operating rooms, sterile reprocessing and life science. Getinge employs over 10,000 people
worldwide and the products are sold in more than 135 countries.

